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PREFACE
BIOPROTA is an international collaboration forum which seeks to address key uncertainties in the
assessment of radiation doses in the long term arising from release of radionuclides as a result of
radioactive waste management practices. It is understood that there are radio-ecological and other
data and information issues that are common to specific assessments required in many countries.
The mutual support within a commonly focused project is intended to make more efficient use of skills
and resources, and to provide a transparent and traceable basis for the choices of parameter values,
as well as for the wider interpretation of information used in assessments. A list of sponsors of
BIOPROTA and other information is available at www.bioprota.com.
The general objectives of BIOPROTA are to make available the best sources of information to justify
modelling assumptions made within radiological assessments of radioactive waste management.
Particular emphasis is to be placed on key data required for the assessment of long-lived radionuclide
migration and accumulation in the biosphere, and the associated radiological impact, following
discharge to the environment or release from solid waste disposal facilities. The programme of
activities is driven by assessment needs identified from previous and on-going assessment projects.
Where common needs are identified within different assessment projects in different countries, a
common effort can be applied to finding solutions.
This report describes work undertaken between October 2008 and October 2009 to compare and
contrast different assessment models for the accumulation of C-14 in soil and plants. It was started
following discussions held at the BIOPROTA IX Meeting hosted by Nagra in May 2008. The study was
carried out by staff from ANDRA, EDF, NDA RWMD, Quintessa and GMS Abingdon. The study was
financially supported by ANDRA, EDF, NDA RWMD, SSM and NUMO. This report should be
regarded as an interim report, whose findings will be used as input to a “Part 2” project.
The report is presented as working material for information. The content may not be taken to
represent the official position of the organisations involved. All material is made available entirely at
the user’s risk.
Version History
Version 1.0: Work-plan and scenario description prepared by GMS Abingdon following review by
Working Group participants and distributed to 14 September 2008.
Version 0.1: Outline of draft report prepared by Quintessa following initial inputs from participants and
distributed 12 January 2009.
Version 0.2: Comments from EDF added to the report and distributed 14 January 2009.
Version 0.3: Draft report prepared by Quintessa following the input of calculation results from
participants and distributed 10 March 2009.
Version 0.4: Draft report prepared by Quintessa with further contributions from participants, and
distributed 4 August 2009.
Version 1.0: Draft Final report prepared by Quintessa and distributed 28 September 2009.
Version 1.1: Draft Final report prepared by Quintessa in light of comments received from participants
and distributed 1 December 2009.
Version 1.2: Draft Final report prepared by Quintessa in light of comments received from participants
and distributed 14 December 2009. This is the interim report which will be used as input to Phase 2 of
the C-14 study.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report describes a study undertaken following a model inter-comparison on C-14 dynamics within
the BIOPROTA international cooperation framework, between October 2008 and October 2009.
Some initial discussions were reported in the 2008 Annual BIOPROTA workshop report (BIOPROTA,
2008), after which a detailed project scope and plan was developed.
The overall objective of the project was to improve confidence in dose assessments for long-term
releases into the biosphere of C-14 disposed in radioactive waste repositories. This project has
compared quantitative estimates of the C-14 concentrations in specific components of the dose
assessment models (soil, plant-canopy atmosphere, plants), for an agreed release scenario, the well
irrigation scenario.
The results presented here show that photosynthetic uptake is the most important pathway for carbon
and C-14 to enter the plant; this is not surprising given the generally accepted information that C
uptake by the root system is significantly lower than the stomatal atmospheric update. The importance
of the photosynthetic pathway is independent of the scenario under consideration (i.e. the application
of contaminated irrigation water from above in our case). The soil-root uptake transfer would need to
be shown to be many orders of magnitude greater than the value assumed in this project, before
research into that area could be justified. It may also be argued that these conclusions would stand if
the release were from below, in which case the root system might ‘see’ a higher C-14 concentration
than the leaves, but bearing in mind that the volatilisation of C-14 from the soil to the plant canopy
atmosphere should not be disregarded. Although the models used in this study parameterise root
uptake in such a manner that this pathway is of limited relevance to plant C-14 concentrations, a
question remains as to the basis for this assumption. Such a question could be addressed in a future
study.
Whilst the work carried out during this project does answer some specific questions about C-14
modelling in the soil-plant-atmosphere system, it also serves to raise a series of questions that could
be addressed through further research, both experimental and theoretical.
This report should be regarded as an interim report, with further work to be carried out in
order to complete this study in “Phase 2” in 2010.

The report is presented as working material for information. The content may not be taken to
represent the official position of the organisations involved. All material is made available entirely at
the users’ risk.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

BACKGROUND

Carbon is the “building block” of life, and is one of the most studied of all the elements. Carbon is a
component of the fourth most abundant atmospheric gas (carbon dioxide, CO2), and is known to be a
key element in the biosphere and lithosphere. The carbon cycle is one of the major global
geochemical cycles with carbon moving between numerous large terrestrial, aquatic and atmospheric
stores via comparatively small fluxes (Figure 1-1; Limer, 2007). The timescale over which the transfer
of carbon between stores occurs vary by orders of magnitude from less than a year to hundreds of
years (IPCC, 2002, 2007).
Atmosphere 730
Accumulation + 3.2

Net terrestrial
uptake
1.4

Fossil fuels &
cement production
6.3

Atmosphere land
exchange
120

Net ocean
uptake
1.7

Atmosphere ocean
exchange
90

500
Vegetation
Soils & detritus 1,500

Runoff
0.8
Ocean store
38,000
Fossil organic carbon
and minerals

Burial
Burial
0.2
0.2

Figure 1-1: The global carbon cycle (adapted from IPCC (2002)). Stocks are in Petagrams C (Pg C), and fluxes
-1
15
are Pg C y . [1 Pg = 10 g]
Carbon has a total of 15 isotopes, although only three of these isotopes (C-12, C-13 and C-14) occur
a
naturally . Both C-12 and C-13 are stable isotopes; these two isotopes alone account for almost 100%
of the total carbon on Earth. C-14 is a radioactive isotope that occurs naturally and as a result of
human activities; it has a half-life of 5730 years.
C-14 occurs naturally in trace amounts (up to 1 part per trillion), mainly in the upper atmosphere
where its production is induced by cosmic radiation (UNSCEAR, 2000). This C-14 is then integrated
into atmospheric CO2 and in doing so enters the global carbon cycle. Over the past two centuries,
human activities have begun to have an appreciable influence on the specific activity of C-14 in the
atmosphere (Magnusson, 2007). At first, the burning of fossil fuels released stable CO2 into the
a

Of the other 12 isotopes of carbon, one has a half life of less than 21 minutes, with the remaining 11 having a
half life of less than 21 seconds (Lide, 2004).
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atmosphere (the C-14 in the fossil fuels was depleted), resulting in a reduction of C-14 specific activity
in the atmosphere known as the Suess Effect (Oeschger et al., 1975; Suess, 1955). Since 1950, the
Suess effect has been over-taken by nuclear developments, mainly production from weapons’ tests
but also releases from nuclear power plants.
The global carbon cycle and the long term implications of continued C-14 discharges from the nuclear
fuel cycle were studied at an early stage (Ekdahl et al, 1972; Killough, 1980). The need to address
radiological impacts from disposal of radioactive waste containing C-14 has also been recognised for
some time (Bush et al., 1984). Particular interest remains in improving the assessment of the possible
annual individual doses to members of hypothetical critical groups arising from releases to the
biosphere of C-14 from deep and shallow radioactive waste disposal facilities, e.g. the Swedish SFR
facility (Thomson et al., 2008) and for a variety of waste types, especially reactor operating wastes
(Magnusson et al., 2008) and graphite (EPRI, 2006).
Interest in improved dose assessment methods for long-term releases of C-14 to the biosphere gave
rise to a qualitative model review within the BIOPROTA programme (BIOPROTA, 2005). Particular
attention was given to the choice between dynamic and equilibrium assessment models, raising the
issue as to whether dynamic models are useful and/or necessary. The major difficulty surrounding the
conceptual model for C-14 concerns identifying the conditions under which mixing and isotopic
equilibrium may reasonably be assumed. Such system understanding needs to take account of the
temporal and spatial scale of the assessment, including the nature of the release from the geosphere.
The review highlighted the following considerations:
•

Understanding of the implications of fractionation of C-13 and C-14 with respect to C-12 in the
biosphere physical compartments and at the various trophic levels of both the aquatic and
terrestrial systems may help to resolve the above issues.

•

More data are needed for gaseous exchange from surface waters and soils to the
atmosphere and how this affects the specific activity in the water and soil compartments, as
well as uptake into plants.

•

Different animal tissues have very different carbon turnover times, ranging from a few days to
many years, and so the kinetics of the approach to the specific activity of dietary carbon is,
therefore, substantially different in these different tissues (though they all eventually achieve
the same specific activity).

•

More knowledge of stable isotope concentrations in well water and groundwater would
enhance the prediction capabilities of simple specific-activity models.

[Comment: In Phase 2 it is important to add information here on any work that has been carried out
since 2008.]

1.2

OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

The overall objective of the project is to improve confidence in dose assessments for long-term
releases into the biosphere of C-14 disposed in radioactive waste repositories. Whereas BIOPROTA
(2005) described and identified differences in C-14 dose-assessment models, this project has
compared quantitative estimates of the C-14 concentration in specific components of the dose
6
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assessment models (soil, plant canopy atmosphere, plants), for an agreed release scenario, the
irrigation-well scenario (as described in IAEA (2003)).
Gaseous release of C-14 from the geosphere to the biosphere is primarily of interest in the context of
disposal of low and intermediate level radioactive wastes containing substantial quantities of
degradable organic materials (Lindgren et al., 2001). This can give rise to releases of carbon dioxide
and methane labelled with C-14. In addition, in anaerobic conditions, bulk hydrogen can arise from
metal corrosion and can act as a carrier gas. With inorganic wastes, e.g. HLW and spent fuel, bulk
CO2 gas production may be of much less significance.
The potential impact of gaseous release of C-14 labelled gas from the repository to the biosphere has
been considered (Thorne, 2005a,b,c). Much can be learnt by considering the impacts of atmospheric
14
releases of C-14 labelled gas, e.g. from a nuclear power plant. Atmospheric releases of CO2 and its
subsequent uptake by rice and potatoes has been considered separately under the IAEA EMRAS
programme by the Tritium/C14 modelling working group (IAEA/EMRAS 2005, 2008). For the rice
scenario, a model intercomparison exercise was carried out to predict C-14 concentrations in air and
rice at known locations near a set of stacks, given measured gaseous C-14 discharge rates and
meteorological conditions (Koarashi et al., 2008). The results showed that simple Gaussian plume
models were able to predict average C-14 concentrations in air, and that specific activity and dynamic
models were equally good for the prediction of C-14 in rice.
During a project meeting held in Paris in March 2009, the gaseous release scenario was discussed in
the light of both CH4 and CO2 release. The concept of a continuous gas flux from the disposal facility
to the biosphere and the concept of gas being captured at boundaries (such as clay layers) with
subsequent “burping” gas release were considered. However, it became apparent that for many
countries the gas pathway is currently not being considered all the way to the biosphere. It was
therefore concluded that a gas release scenario would not be considered in this project. Therefore, for
14
this study, the source term to the biosphere is limited to releases of C-14 in the form of CO2
groundwater which is then abstracted and used to irrigate agricultural land.
The comparison of results for the different models, including uncertainty estimates, is used to identify:
•

the implications of adopting different modelling approaches to the release scenario,

•

the processes most relevant for the release scenario,

•

the site-specific and non site-specific information necessary for applying different models, and

•

the distribution of C-14 concentrations in soil, plants and plant canopy atmosphere which
arise from unit C-14 activity in abstracted groundwater.

[Comments:
•

Atmospheric releases may be from stacks and buildings, and should be distinguished from
gaseous releases from a repository through gas-filled fractures or fracture networks to the
2surface. It is also not clear a priori if C-14 is in the form of CO2, CO3 or CH4.

•

It needs to be made clear as to whether a gaseous release is from the waste container to the
geosphere, or from the geosphere to the atmosphere.
7
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•

1.3

The form of 14CO2 in the groundwater should be discussed further in Phase 2, e.g. dissolved
CO2 or carbonate. It will be interesting to see which models consider the loss of CO2 from a
deep well to the irrigation water.]

STRUCTURE OF REPORT

After this introduction, Section 2 provides details of the different types of models that have been
applied or recently developed to address the dose assessment issues under investigation in this study
(see Section 1.2 above). Section 3 describes an assessment situation, or “scenario”, which may be
considered a typical requirement in long-term repository performance assessments. Section 4 sets
out the specific data applied to the scenario in the models described in Section 2. Section 5 contains
results and discussion. Section 6 provides conclusions and recommendations.
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2. CONCEPTUAL MODEL DESCRIPTIONS AND MATHEMATICAL
REPRESENTATIONS
This section provides conceptual descriptions of the four models that have been used in this model
inter-comparison. The models and the primary references associated with them are given in Table
2-1. The details of these models are given in the following sub-sections.
Reviews of additional models that consider C-14 dynamics in the biosphere are available
(BIOPROTA, 2005; Penfold and Watkins, 1998).
Table 2-1: Models in this study

2.1

Organization

Model Name

References

Andra

AquaC14

Penfold
and
Watkins
(1998).
(not considering recent modifications)

EDF

SA_carbon14

Adaptation of the Sheppard et al. (2006a, b)

NDA RWMD

RIMERS

Thorne (2005c, 2006)

SSM

SKB-Posiva

Avila and Pröhl (2008)

ANDRA MODEL

[This description of the Andra model is to be revisited and partly rewritten in Phase 2 of the
BIOPROTA C-14 study. At present there are around four versions of the C-14 model documentation:
1. The original model (Penfold and Watkin, 1998);
2. The model described in Version 0.4 of this report, which includes some modifications made
by Andra after the project meeting held in Paris in March 2009;
3. The model implemented by van Hecke (2001); and
4. The model currently used by Andra, which considers some quick changes made after 2002 to
make the model run, and also those changes made after March 2009.
As such, the description of the model below should not be taken as the definitive guide to the Andra
C-14 model. Editorial comments from non-Andra participants in this study are retained for the record.]
The Andra C-14 model was originally developed by Penfold and Watkins (1998) and transcribed into
the model management code jointly with equations describing transfer of “classical” radionuclides
(Aquabios, of which the current version no longer considers C-14; for details on the Aquabios model
see Albrecht and Miquel, 2010). During transcription minor changes were carried out to allow parallel
treatment of C-14 and classical radionuclides (van Hecke, 2001). Due to difficulties of parallel
transcription, the C-14 model was later extracted from Aquabios, without changing the model
equations given by van Hecke (2001). Recent changes were carried out to remove bugs and to
update the model. They explain the differences between the results initially obtained by Andra in the
early part of this study, and those presented following a project meeting held in Paris in March 2009.
The current version of the model is known as AquaC14.
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The mathematical model is mostly based on the original formulations by Penfold and Watkins (1998).
A detailed analysis of the Andra C-14 model is planned for the beginning of 2010, mostly based on
the outcome of the first part this intercomparison. The set of updated equations will be given in the
next part of this study (BIOPROTA, 2009a).
A schematic of the soil-plant-atmosphere components of the model, where the source term is that of
contaminated well water, is shown in Figure 2-1. Processes given in grey will be checked in the next
part of this study. The following sections outline the conceptual models for:
•

C-14 in soil

•

C-14 in the plant-canopy atmosphere

•

C-14 plant uptake

Wider atmosphere,
Sink
Loss to the wider atmosphere, λA
De-gassing , λPSA

CANOPY
ATMOSPHERE

Photosynthesis
Respiration
De-gassing (Soil) , λSA

PLANTS
Translocation , λPSP

Plant Surface

Root Uptake

Weathering, λPSS

Interception, fIntercept

SOIL

Leaching , λSDS

Deeper Soil,
Sink

Not Intercepted, 1-fIntercept

Well Water
Concentration
SOURCE
TERM
Figure 2-1: ANDRA Conceptual C-14 Model (soil-plant-atmosphere)

[Comments from non-Andra participants:
•

It was queried whether it is necessary to convert soil concentration to wet weight, given that
soil:plant concentration ratios are generally given on a dry weight soil basis. Andra responded that
10
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they use an isotope ratio approach with only a small fraction of C entering the plant via soil-toplant transfer.
•

From Equation 7 it seems to assume that all the irrigation water remains in the soil and that only
irrigation water contributes to the soil moisture content. Also, perhaps T_irr has been inserted in
error.

•

There is an extensive review of soil as a direct source of carbon dioxide for ordinary plants
(Livingstone and Beall, 1954). It has 45 references and is not trivial in its examination, and
concludes up to 5% comes from soil via roots, not photosynthesis. This IS a small fraction, but if
the concentration of C-14 in soil carbon is higher than in canopy carbon… well maybe it is large
enough not necessarily to ignore. But let’s see how the model results come out.

•

Why is it that the relative thicknesses of the soil and canopy do not enter into equation 8? The
release rate should be the areal release rate from the contaminated depth of soil and it should be
diluted into the canopy depth.

•

Is the canopy atmosphere concentration set to zero at the end of the year?

•

Why is respiration not mentioned as a mechanism of plant loss of C? This will be an important
loss mechanism during night when photosynthesis is not active. Or perhaps this is not relevant
depending on the time steps of the models?

•

The term evasion needs to be explained.

•

The rate of loss from the plant surface to the atmosphere in Equation 14 is as described in
Penfold and Watkins (1998). Is this still valid?

•

(In relation to fPSP) The rate of carbon loss in respiration is likely to be similar in magnitude to the
rate of incorporation in growing biomass that is removed in cropping.

•

(In relation to equation 11) It is usual to refer to wet weight of soil, fresh weight is usually reserved
for plant and animal tissues. Also, the carbon content of soil is usually expressed on a dry weight
basis, i.e. soil is generally air dried before its carbon content is determined.]

2.1.1

C-14 IN SOIL

Carbon from the irrigation water enters the soil either directly as a result of irrigation or indirectly as a
result of run-off of water from the plant surface to the soil. The input concentration of C-14 into the
-1
-1
soil, Qsoil (Bq kg (dry weight) y ), computed from a flux of C-14 into the soil, is defined as:

Q soil =

Tirr C water
λ PSS
(1 − f Intercept ) + Tirr C water
f Intercept
ρ soil d
ρ soil d λ PSS +λ PSP + λ PSA
144424443 14444442444444
3

(1)

via plant interception and wash − off

direct
-2

-1

-1

Here Tirr is the irrigation rate (L m y ), Cwater is the C-14 concentration in the well water (Bq L ), ρsoil
-3
is the soil density (kg m ), d is the soil depth of the rooting layer (m), fIntercept is the fraction of incoming
-1
water intercepted by the plant (-), λPSS is the loss of plant surface water and C-14 via weathering (y ),
11
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λPSP is the loss of water and C-14 from the plant surface via translocation (y-1) and λPSA is the loss of
-1

plant surface water and C-14 via evaporation (y ).
-1

Two mechanisms are considered for the loss of C-14 from the soil (λS, y ): degassing (or evasion)
-1
-1
from the soil surface to the air (λSA, y ) and loss by infiltration into deeper soil (λSDS, y ). Uptake by
plants was considered likely to have a minor influence on the soil carbon concentration as plants
derive almost all their carbon from the atmosphere. Nonetheless root uptake is considered, but it has
to be checked if this part is considered as a possible soil loss vector. Therefore, the loss rate is given
by:

λ S = λ SA + λ SDS

(2)

λSA may be obtained directly from the literature. However, the value of λSDS is dependent on the rate of
-2 -1
infiltration of water, RIN (L m y ), and the soil characteristics:

λ SDS =

RIN
θdR

(3)

Here θ is the water-filled porosity and R is the retardation coefficient (-), calculated using:

R =1+
3

ρK D
θ

(4)

-1

Here KD is the soil distribution coefficient (m kg ). The infiltration rate, RIN, is determined by the soil
water balance:

R IN = I Pr ecip + Tirr − (C coeff ⋅ ETP )
-2

(5)

-1

Here IPrecip is the precipitation rate (L m y ), Ccoeff is the cultural coefficient (-) and ETP is the potential
-2 -1
evapotranspiration (L m y ). The cultural coefficient is used convert the potential evapotranspiration
to actual evapotranspiration.
-1

The total concentration of C-14 in the soil (Bq kg dry weight) at time tj (y) is then calculated by

 Qsoil
C S (t j ) = 
 λ S + λC14

 
 Qsoil
 +  C S (t i ) − 

 
 λ S + λC14

  −(λS + λC 14 )(t j −ti )
 e



(6)

-1

Here λC14 is the decay constant for C-14 (y ) and ti is the preceding time step.
So that the uptake of C-14 by the plant from the soil via root uptake can be considered it is necessary
to convert the C-14 soil concentration from dry weight to wet weight, using Convmsf_soil (-):

Conv msf _ soil = 1 +

Tirr θ ρ w
(1 − θ )ρ p

-3

(7)
-3

Here ρw is the density of water (kg m ) and ρp is the particulate density (kg m ).
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2.1.2

C-14 IN THE PLANT-CANOPY ATMOSPHERE

The concentration of C-14 can be elevated in plant-canopy air owing to degassing from the soil. It is
assumed that all of the CO2 assimilated by plant photosynthesis is obtained from the plant canopy.
The C-14 is dispersed from the plant canopy into the wider atmosphere by turbulent mixing, driven by
the wind and influenced by the terrain and ground cover. The rest of the atmosphere may be regarded
as a sink, given the huge dilution achieved. At equilibrium, the concentration of C-14 in the canopy
-3
(CSA, Bq m ) may be derived from the soil concentration, the rate of degassing and the rate of loss
from the canopy.

C SA = C S (1 − θ )ρ p

λ SA
λA

(8)

In the above equation, it has been assumed that all C in the soil may degas at a rate λSA, regardless of
whether it is associated with soil or water, or its chemical form.

λA (y-1) is rate of loss of C-14 from the plant canopy atmosphere to the wider atmosphere, and has
been derived as follows. It is assumed that the dominant mechanism by which C is removed from the
canopy is advection; although photosynthetic uptake is a means of C loss from the plant canopy
atmosphere it is disregarded here as this pathway is insignificant in terms of affecting the
concentration of C-14 in the plant-canopy atmosphere. A simple expression may be derived to
estimate the rate of turnover of C in the canopy.



λ A = Vvent f Geo  wC


hC
vC





(9)

-1

Here Vvent is the average wind speed (m s ), fGeo is a factor to account for geometry of the
contaminated area and the varying wind direction (-), wC is the width of the contaminated plant canopy
air perpendicular to the direction of the wind (m), hC is the assumed height of the canopy layer (m),
3
and vC is the volume of the contaminated plant canopy (m ).
The factor (wC hC / vC) may be replaced by the inverse of the length of the contaminated area parallel
-1
to wind direction (lC, m ). This length is commonly called the fetch. Several models reviewed consider
this transfer, and generally take similar approaches.

2.1.3

C-14 PLANT UPTAKE

Carbon, and thus C-14, enters the plant via three pathways: root uptake, (CSP) photosynthesis (CAP)
from the canopy air, and translocation of carbon in water intercepted on the plant surface. (CPS) The
total concentration of C-14 in a plant is the sum of contributions from the soil, plant surface and air:

C P = C SP + C PSP + C AP

(10)
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Root uptake of C-14 from soil
Soil uptake of carbon in the transpiration stream was considered, and approaches based on
transpiration rates were investigated. However, limited data were available and scoping calculations
suggested significant uncertainties. Therefore, the method used to estimate the concentration of C-14
in plants as a result of uptake of C-14 from soil uses isotopic ratios. It is assumed that a plant derives
a fixed fraction of all C from the soil, justified by results from the NDA RWMD RIMERS model (Penfold
-1
and Watkins, 1998). The concentration of C-14 in plants that derives from root uptake (CSP, Bq kg
fresh weight) is therefore:

C SP =

C CP
CS
f SP
C CS Conv msf _ soil

(11)

-1

Here CCP is the plant mass that is stable carbon (kg kg fresh weight), CCS is the fraction of soil that is
-1
stable carbon (kg kg fresh weight), and fSP is the mass fraction of all carbon in plants derived from
carbon in soil (-).

Photosynthetic uptake of C-14
The photosynthetic rate of uptake of CO2 was investigated in an attempt to predict the concentrations
using knowledge of plant metabolism (Penfold and Watkins, 1998). However, difficulties were
encountered with this dynamic method. Therefore, the same method used to estimate the
concentration in plants of soil-derived C-14 is used to estimate the concentration of C-14 from the air
-1
(obtained by photosynthesis). The concentration of C-14 in plants (CAP, Bq kg fresh weight) is:

C AP =

CCP
C SA f AP
CCA

(12)

-3

Here CCA is the mass of air that is stable C (kg m ), fAP is the fraction of all carbon in plants derived
-3
from C in air (-), CSA is the concentration of C-14 in the canopy atmosphere (Bq m ). Note that
fAP + fSP = 1.

Foliar interception and C-14 uptake from the plant surface
The process of irrigation has been assumed to be the only method by which C-14 in contaminated
water (either well water or river water) may be transferred onto plants and soil. The concentration of a
-2
radionuclide on a plant surface, CPS (Bq m ), may be calculated by considering the rate of irrigation,
-1
intercepted fraction (fIntercept, -) and rate of loss from the plant surface (λPS, y ).

C PS = C water Tirr

f Intercept

λ PS

(13)
-1

The rate of loss, λPS, is the sum of three components: loss by weathering to the soil surface (λPSS, y ),
-1
-1
loss by translocation into the plant (λPSP, y ) and loss from plant surface to atmosphere (λPSA, y ). The
rate of loss by weathering and translocation may be specified directly, however, the rate of evasion
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must be derived. The rate is dependent upon the surface area to volume ratio (BIOMOVS II, 1996),
and therefore may be expected to be very high for a thin layer of water. It is given by:

λ PSA =

R RA
CCW DR

(14)

where RRA is the rate of evasion of C per unit area of a water body (mol m
-3
concentration of C in water (mol m ) and DR is the water depth on the leaf (m).

-2

-1

y ), CCW is the

The absorption of material by plants from their surfaces is described by Leopold and Kriedemann
(1978). The uptake may be through the leaf surface, or via stomata. There are a number of barriers to
entry via the former route: waxy layers, the cuticle and the protoplasmic membrane. The latter route is
only applicable to volatile materials. Studies generally indicate that the process of uptake is
predominantly diffusive. C-14 diffusing into the plant may then be incorporated, e.g. by
-3
photosynthesis. The concentration of C-14 in the plant (CPSP, Bq m ) as a result of C-14 on the plant
surface is therefore:

C PSP = C PS λ PSP

f PSP

(15)

λC

-1

The rate of loss, λC (y ), represents annual cropping of the plant (i.e. the number of crop rotations), as
2
-1
other loss mechanisms (e.g. respiration) have not been considered. The factor fPSP (m kg ) is used to
-2
-1
convert from Bq m (leaf) to Bq kg of the plant. It is given by:

f PSP =

LAI
Y
2

(16)
-2

where LAI is the leaf area index of the plant (m of leaves per m of soil), and Y is the yield of the
-2
plant (kg m of soil).

2.2

EDF MODEL

A river model was proposed by EDF to compute the potential dose from C-14 to members of the
public at any location along the Loire River in France (Ciffroy et al., 2001; Damois et al., 2002).
Dilution of C-14 along the river is estimated in a separate model and this work has indicated that C-14
concentrations vary on an annual cycle (Sheppard et al., 2006a). Further, lateral and vertical mixing is
assumed to be complete. Thus, the input of relevance to the present model is the concentration of
C-14 in the water at the time and place where the assessment is to be done. It is therefore possible to
apply the model described below to the scenario of contaminated well water that is used to irrigate
crops.
Because of the effects of seasonality, it was considered important to use time-dependent models of
C-14 transfers in the food-chain. Wirth (1982) noted that if equilibrium specific-activity models are
used instead of time-dependent specific-activity models, ‘‘the radiation exposure is always
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a

overestimated for local short-time inputs’’ . Here, specific activity is defined as the activity of C-14 per
unit mass of total C.
The conceptual model used by EDF is based on the equations described in Sheppard et al. (2006a)
and is summarised here for convenience. Parameters for the model are given in Sheppard et al.
(2006b).
Calculation of the water content in soil, the percolation and the irrigation rate are based on the same
equations used in the model for Cl-36, SA_36Cl (Limer et al., 2008a).
[Comments from non-EDF participants:
•

There was some concern that as t is a continuous variable that the indexing is not misleading
in equations 17, 18 and 22.

•

Equation 18 seems to say that irrigation occurs at some rate Q_irr throughout each period
delta_T where these periods immediately succeed each other without break. Is this correct?

•

The dissolution of carbonate C-14 only gets into the liquids not the resultant release.

•

(With respect to plant uptake) Again, what about respiration – wont this act as a plant canopy
source following night-time respiration?

•

(p17) “...certain assumptions about the role of soil-derived CO2 in plant fixation of CO2 by
photosynthesis”
‘certain assumptions’ is very vague. What are those assumptions?

•

See comment at ANDRA model about Livingstone and Beall (1954) paper. It will be good to
draw out how the different assumptions affect the results.]

2.2.1

C-14 IN SOIL

The C-14 input to the soil is irrigation using the contaminated surface water. There is evidence
(Sheppard et al., 1991; Sheppard and Evenden, 1996a,b) that C-14 in soil can be partitioned between
labile and relatively recalcitrant forms, where the recalcitrant forms may be inorganic (carbonate
minerals) or organic (insoluble humic substances). Indeed, in case of the organic form, Sheppard et
al. (2006) explain that “the carbon 14 may also be incorporated into soil organic matter. Soil organic
matter is not simple; it ranges from the easily decomposed freshly added material through to forms
which are very recalcitrant. Typically, only a very small fraction of the plant material added each year
contributes to the recalcitrant fraction, most is decomposed rapidly and lost in the respiration of the
soil decomposer organisms. The parameter ff can be used to reflect the recalcitrant long term soil
organic C. The present model simply partitions a portion of the input to recalcitrant or fixed forms,
which is then assumed to be lost only by decay:
C14 − fixed
C14
(t )∆t
C soil
= f f ∑ Qirr (t )C water

(17)

t

a

However, in the solid waste disposal context, it is not clear that this is a significant argument against their
use.
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C14 − fixed

where C soil

-2

is the activity concentration of fixed or recalcitrant C-14 in soil (Bq m ), ff is the
-1

fraction of C-14 that becomes fixed when applied to soil (-), Qirr is the irrigation rate (m month ),
C 14
-3
is the activity concentration in the irrigation water (Bq m ). ∆t is defined by tn-tn-1.
C water

The other fraction of C-14 in soil is labile, subject to loss because of radioactive decay, volatilisation
and leaching.
C 14 _ labile
C 14 _ labile
C soil
(t n ) = C soil
(t n −1 ) e −(λleach + λvol )∆ t

+

C14−labile

where C soil

(1 − f )Q (∆ t )C
f

irr

C 14
water

hsoil (λ leach + λ vol

(
1−e (
)

− λleach + λvol )∆ t

)

(18)

-3

is the activity concentration of labile C-14 in soil at time n (Bq m ), λvol is the
-1

volatilisation from soil rate constant (d ), h soil the height of the ploughing zone and λleach is the
-1
leaching from soil rate (d ). The leaching (percolation) rate is calculated with the model presented in
Limer et al. (2008a); see also Appendix A.
The volatilization rate used in this model is an empirical quantity, assumed to include release of C-14
14
from soil liquids (e.g., dissolved CO2), or indirectly from soil solids (e.g., dissolution of carbonate
C-14) and soil organic matter (decomposition of organic C-14). Once the activity concentration of C-2
-1
14
14 in soil is known, the flux density of C-14 (Bq m soil d ), assumed to be CO2, leaving the soil,
C 14
Qvolatilize
d , can be computed as:

C14
C14 _ labile
(t )
Qvolatilize
d = λvol C soil

(19)

The specific activity of CO2 leaving the soil is the ratio of the flux densities of C-14 and stable C.
Although there are empirical data for soil respiration rate, it can also be modelled with a rather
reasonable assumption. Over the long-term, soil organic matter changes very little. This implies a
near-steady-state condition, where inputs of C to the soil balance outputs as CO2. The inputs of C to
the soil are related to crop yield and the amount of crop not removed (e.g., straw and roots for
cereals):
C
C
Qvolatilize
d = C plant ∑ ni Surf i (Brec , i − Yi ) 365

(20)

i

C

-2

-1

Here Qvolatilized is the flux density of stable C from the soil (g C m soil d ),

C Cplant is the concentration

-1

of C in plant dry matter (g C kg dry matter), ni the number of germination events per year for each
-1
-2
crop (y ), Yi is the harvestable crop (i) yield (kg dry weight m ), Surfi is the fraction of surface
-2
occupied by the crop (i) (-), Brec,i is the total biomass at harvest of the crop (kg dry weight m ). This
calculation is done for each type of crop.
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C 14

C

There is a seasonality or temperature effect on both Qvolatilized and Qvolatilized ; both will be larger in
summer than winter, and there is a strong likelihood both will be similarly affected because most of
the same underlying processes are involved. Crop growth is also affected by seasonality and
temperature, so that annual values of yield based on mass at harvest are reasonable for the required
parameters. Therefore, the flux density of stable C as CO2 from soil is an average taken over a
number of crop years, because the many chemical forms of C added to soil as crop residues will have
different decomposition rates. As a consequence, the values of Ycereal, Brec,i should be chosen to
represent more than one crop year, although one year is acceptable if it is a suitably representative
year.
2.2.2

C-14 IN THE PLANT-CANOPY ATMOSPHERE

There are not many, if any, generalised models of the mixing of soil and free atmospheric air in the
plant canopy, and a rigorous treatment may not be possible given the geometric complexity of the
many different types of plant canopies. The EDF model therefore utilises the simplifying assumption
a
that the CO2 in the plant canopy is dominated by CO2 released from the soil . This means that the
plant specific activity is related to the specific activity of the CO2 volatilised from the soil. This entails
calculation of the activity concentration of labile C-14 in the soil, the volatilisation rate of that C-14,
and the flux density of stable C emitted from the soil.
-1

The specific activity (Bq C-14 g C) of CO2 volatilised from the soil into the plant-canopy atmosphere
C 14
Avolatilize
d (t ) is a ratio of the flux densities:

A

C 14

volatilized

(t ) = CD[Q

C 14

volatilized

(t ) Q

C

volatilized

(t )]

(21)

where CD is a canopy dilution factor (-) to indicate the degree to which the canopy air is diluted by
free-atmosphere air that is assumed to have no contaminant C-14. Although in principle CD is a cropspecific parameter it is often parameterised to be equal for all crops; the effect of crop-specific
parameterisation is considered in Section 5.2.
2.2.3

C-14 PLANT UPTAKE

In the EDF model the absorption of C as CO2 during photosynthesis is considered as the key route of
C uptake by the plant, with all other sources being negligible in comparison. The decomposition of
organic matter in the soil, combined with root and soil organism respiration mean that the gas-filled
soil pore space is often enriched in CO2 relative to the free above-ground atmosphere. The air in the
plant canopy is a mixture of air from the soil pore space and the free atmosphere, and so the plant
C-14 specific activity is also a mixture of the two sources. However, the EDF model deals exclusively
with contaminated water, so that the free atmosphere is not considered a source. Any cosmogenic
C-14 in the atmosphere would contribute to background doses of C-14, rather than to doses attributed
to any technical facilities.
The specific activity of C-14 in plants depends on existing C-14 in the plant and volatilised C-14:

a

An alternative approach would be to use empirical plant/soil concentration ratios (Sheppard et al., 1991), but
very little acceptable data exists since such ratios are highly dependent on experimental conditions (Amiro et
al., 1991).
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A

C 14 , spe

plant

(t ) = A

C 14 , spe

plant

(t − 1)e

− ( P B )( ∆t )

+A

C 14

volatilize d

-2

(t )(1 − e

− ( P B )( ∆t )

)

-1

(22)

-2

Here P is the plant dry matter production rate (kg m d ) and B is the total plant dry matter (kg m ) at
time t. The ratio P/B is the same as a relative growth rate (RGR) and is the fraction of total plant dry
matter that is produced per unit time. This growth rate is used to take account of the C-14 dilution in
the plant that would follow as a result of plant growth. Over longer time periods (larger values of ∆t)
and for faster growth rates (large values of P/B) the contribution of previous plant specific activity
lessens. The other fraction defined by

(1 − e (

− P B )( ∆t )

) has a specific activity that reflects the specific

activity of labile C volatilised from the soil, with certain assumptions about the role of soil-derived CO2
in plant fixation of CO2 by photosynthesis.
C 14 , spe

A

Obviously, the value of

plant

(t )

corresponds only to crops from land irrigated with contaminated

water. In both the human and animal diets, there will be plant-based foods that are not contaminated.
The activity in crop ( A

14

C

plant

-1

,Bq. kg dry weight) is then calculated with this equation:
14

14

C
C , spe
Aplant
= Aplant
.C Cplant

2.3

(23)

NDA RWMD MODEL

The NDA RWMD uses the enhanced RIMERS model to represent the transport of gaseous forms of
C-14 in the accessible environment (Thorne, 2006). The enhanced RIMERS model has been
a
implemented in GoldSim .
The model comprises 10 compartments, as shown in Figure 2-2. In this model, standing biomass (1)
degrades to either decomposable plant material (DPM, 2) or resistant plant material (RPM, 3). Both
DPM and RPM degrade by the same pathways, though at different rates, to generate microbial
biomass in soil (BIO, 4), physically stabilised organic matter (POM, 5) and chemically stabilised
organic matter (COM, 6), as well as carbon dioxide in soil solution (7). The microbial biomass also
respires carbon dioxide, and both physically and chemically stabilised organic matter can eventually
degrade to yield carbon dioxide. When methane enters the soil system, it is available to soil microbes
and is metabolised by them to carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide in soil solution (7) exchanges with the
soil atmosphere (8), which in turn exchanges with the below-canopy atmosphere (9). Carbon dioxide
in the below-canopy atmosphere is available for uptake by plants and incorporation in tissues through
photosynthesis. Additionally, it may exchange with the above-canopy atmosphere (10) and be rapidly
advected away by the wind; there is also some (return) exchange with the below-canopy atmosphere
(Figure 2-2).

a

Details of GoldSim are available at GoldSim Technology Group LLC, 22516 SE 64th Place, Suite 110, Issaquah,
Washington 98027-5379, USA, see also http://www.goldsim.com/.
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10) Carbon Dioxide in
Above-canopy
Atmosphere

Advective Loss

9) Carbon Dioxide in
Below-canopy
Atmosphere

1) Standing Biomass

Entry of Products
of Methane
Metabolism

2) DPM

4) BIO

5) POM

8) Carbon Dioxide in
Soil Atmosphere

3) RPM

6) COM

7) Carbon Dioxide in
Soil Solution

Figure 2-2: Compartmental Structure of the RIMERS Model (double-headed arrows represent bi-directional
exchanges)
The equations characterising the model are given below, using the nomenclature set out in Table 2-2.
2
The model is normalised to 1 m of area. The concentration of C-14 in compartment j is the ratio of
the quantity of C-14 in the compartment as compared to the volume of that compartment:

C j = Qj Vj

(24)
-1

C-14 is assumed to enter the system, at a rate I (Bq y ), via the microbial biomass (compartment 4).
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Table 2-2: Nomenclature used in the RIMERS model
Quantity

Description

Units

Qi

Quantity of C-14 in compartment i

Bq

Ci

Concentration of C-14 in compartment i

Bq m

λi,j

Rate coefficient for transfer from compartment i to compartment j

y

Vi

Volume of compartment i

m

I

Flux of C-14 into compartment 4 (microbial biomass)

Bq y

λi,L

Loss rate for C-14 from compartment i to outside the system

y

λR

Radioactive decay constant of C-14

y

-3

-1

3

-1

-1

-1

[Comments from non-NDA RWMD participants:
•

The physical processes that the various λ parameters represent need more explanation.

•

For a non-model expert, it would be good to have a brief description of what each of the equations
in the simplified model description actually calculates. This would also be consistent with the way
in which previous models are described.

•

It could be interesting to see the difference between the simple and more complex RIMERS
models to determine the effect of neglecting the effects of plant uptake in depleting the soil
atmosphere and below-canopy atmosphere. This is the type of thing BIOPRTA aims at.

•

I don’t see the RIMERS model description on which Facilia has made some comments
(atmospheric dispersion). This model needs to be described more in detail in Phase 2.

•

Response from NDA RWMD: The details of this model are given in the underlying reports. The
detail had deliberately been excluded here to avoid overloading the report with a detailed
description of the model.]

2.3.1

C-14 IN SOIL

The quantities of C-14 in the soil compartments are given by Equations 25 to 31 below.

dQ2 dt = λ1, 2 Q1 − (λ 2, 4 + λ 2,5 + λ 2, 6 + λ 2, 7 + λ R )Q2

(25)

dQ3 dt = λ1,3 Q1 − (λ3, 4 + λ3,5 + λ3, 6 + λ3,7 + λ R )Q3

(26)

dQ4 dt = λ 2, 4 Q2 + λ3, 4 Q3 + I − (λ 4, 7 + λ R )Q4

(27)
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dQ5 dt = λ 2,5 Q2 + λ3,5 Q3 − (λ5,7 + λ R )Q5

(28)

dQ6 dt = λ 2, 6 Q2 + λ3, 6 Q3 − (λ6 , 7 + λ R )Q6

(29)

dQ7 dt = λ 2, 7 Q2 + λ3,7 Q3 + λ 4, 7 Q4 + λ5,7 Q5 + λ 6, 7 Q6 + λ8, 7 Q8 − (λ7 ,1 + λ7 ,8 + λ R )Q7

(30)

dQ8 dt = λ7 ,8 Q7 + λ9,8 Q9 − Q8 (λ8, 7 + λ8,9 + λ R )

(31)

2.3.2

C-14 IN THE PLANT-CANOPY ATMOSPHERE

The quantity of C-14 in the two canopy compartments are given by the equations below.

dQ9 dt = λ1,9 Q1 + λ8,9 Q8 + λ10,9 Q10 − Q9 (λ9 ,1 + λ9 ,8 + λ9 ,10 + λ R )

(32)

dQ10 dt = λ9,10 Q9 − Q10 (λ10,9 + λ10 , L + λ R )

(33)

2.3.3

C-14 PLANT UPTAKE

The plant is assumed to take up carbon via root uptake (λ7,1) and via photosynthesis (λ9,1).

dQ1 dt = λ7 ,1Q7 + λ9,1Q9 − (λ1, 2 + λ1,3 + λ1,9 + λ R )Q1

2.3.4

(34)

SIMPLIFIED MODEL

It is possible to simplify the enhanced RIMERS model to the model shown in Figure 2-3. This model
treats the rapidly exchanging soil solution and soil atmosphere as being in equilibrium and considers
only atmospheric transfers, i.e. it neglects the effects of plant uptake in depleting the soil atmosphere
and below-canopy atmosphere.
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3) Above -canopy
Atmosphere

k 3L

k 23

k32

2) Below -canopy
Atmosphere
k 12

k 21

1) Soil Solution plus Soil
Atmosphere
I

Figure 2-3: Simplified Atmospheric Transport Model (based on RIMERS)
3

The volumes of the compartments are denoted by V (m ) and the flow rates between compartments
3 -1
by kij (m d ), where the transfer is from compartment i to compartment j. The rate coefficients for
transfers between compartments, denoted λij are calculated as kij/Vi.
Defining the activity contents of the compartments as qi, the relevant equations are:

dq1
= I + λ21 q 2 − λ12 q1
dt

(35)

dq 2
= λ12 q1 − λ21 q 2 − λ23 q 2 + λ32 q3
dt

(36)

dq3
= λ23 q 2 − λ32 q3 − λ3 L q3
dt

(37)

At equilibrium, the left-hand sides of these equations can be set to zero. This gives:

λ12 q1 − λ21q2 = I

(38)

0 = λ12 q1 − λ 21q 2 − λ 23 q 2 + λ32 q3

(39)

λ23 q 2 − λ32 q3 = λ3 L q3

(40)
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Substituting the first and third of these algebraic equations into the second yields:

I = λ3 L q3 or q3 = I λ3 L

(41)

q 2 = (λ3 L + λ32 ) q3 λ23

(42)

q1 = (I + λ 21 q 2 ) λ 23

(43)

Then, by simple substitution:

2.4

SKB-POSIVA MODEL

In 2008, SKB and Posiva Öy jointly commissioned a study to develop a set of simplified models for
assessment of human exposures resulting from potential underground releases of C-14 (Avila and
Pröhl, 2008). This study considered models for both terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. To be
consistent with the approach adopted for the release of other radionuclides within the SKB and Posiva
safety assessments, the models are based on the specific activity approach, although the specific
activity consideration here is very different to those models which examine global circulation and time
frames of hundreds of years and averages over huge carbon pools (Killough, 1980). The description
of the model presented here is adapted from Avila and Pröhl (2008).
14

C contaminated
irrigation water

Not considered
Mixing Layer

14

12

CO2/12CO2

14

CO2

12

CO2

Canopy

CO2

Soil
Figure 2-4: Schematic of the SKB-Posiva model (adapted from Avila and Pröhl (2008))
The primary assumption of this model is that all C-14 that is input to the system with irrigation water
will be immediately released to the mixing layer where it can be assimilated by the irrigated plants via
-1
photosynthesis (Figure 2-4). The input of C-14 with contaminated irrigation water, ReleaseRate (Bq y ),
is calculated as:
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ReleaseRate = C waterVirr Area

(44)

-3

Here Cwater if the C-14 concentration in irrigation water (Bq m ), Virr is the volume of irrigation water
-1
2
per unit area used in a year (m y ) and Area is the irrigated area (m ).
The incorporation of C-14 into the plant via photosynthesis can then be estimated by calculating the
excess

C/ C ratio (specific activity) at equilibrium ( R14 C

14

12

12

C

1

, Bq kg ):

ReleaseRate
E ⋅ C water ⋅ Virr
Area
=
=
h ⋅ λex ⋅ C CA + NPP h ⋅ λex ⋅ C CA + NPP
E⋅

R 14 C

12

C

(45)

Here
•

E is the effective release fraction – fraction of C-14 release to the mixing layer that occurs in a
period when photosynthesis can take place (-);

•

h is the mixing height (m);

•

λex is the air exchange rate in the mixing layer (y-1);

•

CCA is the stable C content in the air (kg C m ); and

•

NPP is the net primary production in the ecosystem (kg C m y ).

-3

-2

-1

The air exchange rate in the mixing layer can be obtained by dividing the wind speed at the
vegetation height by the fetch of the affected area:

λex =

v
r

(46)
-1

Here v is the wind speed at the vegetation height (m y ) and r is the fetch of the release area (m).
Under the assumption that the release area is circular, the fetch r can be determined using the
following equation:

r = Area π

(47)

The vegetation height, hVeg (m), is defined as the height at which photosynthetic assimilation of carbon
is most efficient. Empirical values of the wind speed at this height are not usually available, but can be
-1
estimated from commonly measured values at the height of 10m (v10, m y ), assuming an exponential
wind profile and a vegetation-specific roughness length (z0, m) (Seinfeld, 1986). The roughness length
is defined as the height at which the wind speed becomes zero when the wind profile above the
canopy is extrapolated:
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v = v10

ln (hVeg z 0 )
ln (10 z 0 )

(48)

-1

The C-14 concentration in the plant, Cp (Bq kg f.w.), is then given by:

C P = C CP R 14 C

12

C

(49)

-1

Here CCP is the stable C content of the plant (kg C kg f.w. plant).
[Comments from non-SSM participants:

2.5

•

It will be very interesting to compare the results with the approach here and the other models.

•

I think we could say that in Table 2.3, the SKB/POSIVA model includes all the processes –
the SA approach as defined here encompasses everything.]

SUMMARY

Table 2-3 provides a summary of the processes addressed by the models.
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Table 2-3: Summary of model processes. An X is used to indicate that the process is considered in the given
model.

SKBPosiva

Irrigation

RIMERS

C-14 in soil

Process

EDF

Model subsystem

AquaC14

Model

X

X

X

N/A ?

X

X
X

Recalcitrant C (and C-14) compartment that either
acts as a sink for C-14 in the soil, or else releases
C-14 on a > 100 y time-scale

C-14 in the
plant canopy
atmosphere

Loss of C from the soil as a result of volatilization

X

X

Loss of C from the soil as a result of percolation

X

X

Sorption of C-14 to the soil

X

X

Exchange with free air using fetch

X

Exchange with free air using a canopy dilution
factor

X
X

Exchange using specified rates (explain more)
C-14 uptake
by the plant

X

Root uptake

X

Photosynthetic uptake

X

Foliar interception and uptake from the plant
surface

X

X
X

X
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3. SCENARIO
Consistent with the scope described above, a single source term was assumed by which the C-14 in
groundwater reaches the rooting zone of agricultural soil via abstraction and irrigation. It was
-1
assumed that the concentration of activity in the irrigation water is 1 Bq L and plant interception of
the irrigation water occurs; the stable carbon concentration of the irrigation water was also fixed. The
amounts of irrigation water and how and when in the season irrigation occurs depend on matters
described below. Climate data from an inland site in France were used (Météo France, 2008). From
these climate data, crop-specific irrigation rates were then determined; the methodology for this is
given in Limer et al. (2008a) but is also described in Appendix A.
Given these constraints, calculations were made of the concentration of C-14 in the following crops:
root vegetables, leafy green vegetables, cereal and fruit. These were chosen because the edible parts
are very different, i.e. for root vegetables, the edible part is below ground; for lettuce and fruit, the
edible part is above ground; whereas for grain it is only the seed body that is eaten.
It was proposed to calculate first the best estimate of concentration of C-14 in the crops at time of
-1
harvest in Bq kg carbon, using the first year of the climate data (Météo France, 2008), together with
estimates of the potential range of concentrations given uncertainties associated within an average
year. If concentrations were thought to be potentially higher in subsequent years of chronic input, a
continuous sequence of five years of climate was suggested (Météo France, 2008), repeated if more
than 5 years was needed.
-1

In addition to the C-14 concentration in the crops, the C-14 concentration in the top soil (Bq kg C)
and plant-canopy atmosphere were also calculated. The focus was on the endpoint of C-14 levels in
crops because ingestion of food derived from such crops is the dominant exposure pathway for C-14
releases (BIOPROTA, 2005).
[Comment:We never defined if C-14 entering the biosphere is in the form of dissolved CO2 gas,
carbonate or another species. This should be discussed in part 2. ]
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4. MODEL PARAMETERS AND DATA
The purpose of this chapter is to summarise the data used in the calculations presented in this report.
The first section considers the climate, soil and irrigation data that were used by all the models. The
subsequent section details the values of the parameters used by each model.
4.1

CLIMATE, SOIL AND IRRIGATION DATA

In this study, climate and soil data from the Bure site in France have been used (Andra, 2005; Météo
France, 2008). The soil data are provided in Table 4-1. Since the EDF model has the most involved
method for calculating the irrigation rates for the crops (Appendix A), crop-specific irrigation rates
were provided by EDF (Table 4-2). Crop-specific percolation rates were also derived, using the crop
specific irrigation rates from EDF and a methodology devised by Andra (Appendix A). Other model
independent parameter values are given in Table 4-3.
Table 4-1: Properties of Rendosol soil (Profile “1B”) at Bure (Andra, 2005)
Parameter

Description

Units

Value

d

Soil depth

m

2.5E-1

pH

pH (with water)

-

8.0E0

C_stable

Stable C content

%

2.9E0

Calcaire

Calcium carbonate content

%

3.0E0
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Table 4-2: Climate and hydrology data (all in m y )
Parameter

Value

References / Notes

Precipitation

5.94E-1

Météo France (2008)

Leafy vegetables: 1.2E-1
Root Vegetables: 1.8E-1
Irrigation rate

See Appendix A.
Fruit: 8.4E-2
Cereal: 1.44E-1

Evapotranspiration

7.12E-1

See Appendix A.

Leafy vegetables: 2.0E-3
Root Vegetables: 6.2E-2
Percolation Rate
Fruit: 0E0

As crop-specific irrigation rates are used,
crop-specific percolation rates are also
required (Appendix A).

Cereal: 2.6E-2

Table 4-3: Other model independent parameters
Parameter

Description
Stable C content
of the atmosphere

fCA
CCA

4.2

Units
kg C m

-3

Value

Model

1.7E-4

AquaC14

1.7E-4

SKB-Posiva

Reference
Penfold and Watkins (1998)

MODEL SPECIFIC DATA

4.2.1

ANDRA MODEL

Table 4-4 and Table 4-5 contain scenario-specific parameters.
Table 4-6 and Table 4-7 contain stable C and C-14 parameters.
[Comments:
•

In the Phase 2 report, clarification should be given as to where parameters are used, and
justification for the numerical values assigned to parameters.

•

Names of parameters should be given in English.

•

The considered fetch is 100 m. Which is the size of the corresponding area? It is difficult to
compare result if models use different areas.]
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Table 4-4: Deterministic values and information regarding site-specific parameters
Parameter Description
Ccoeff

cultural coefficient

θt

water filled porosity

Eauher

water content of grass

Reference

Equation
used in

1

?

?

1

?

?

0.9

?

?

1000

?

v

9.5

Penfold and Watkins
(1998)

4

Leopold and
Kriedemann (1978)

15

Units

Value

-

L/kg fresh
-3

ρP

fresh density of plant

kgfresh m

KD

soil particle-to-water
distribution coefficient

L kgdry

T

half-life

5730

λPSP

translocation coefficient

36.5

ρW

Water density

-1

kg m

-3

1000

7
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Table 4-5: Deterministic values and information regarding land use specific parameters (Penfold and
Watkins, 1998)

Parameter Description
Fpeaupuits

Fraction of irrigation water
coming from the well

-

DS

Rooting depth of soil

m

Y

Crop yield

ρS

Agriculture

Equation used in

Prairie

1

kgfresh/m²/an

Soil density
fIntercept

Land Use

Units

kgdry m

-3

0.2

0.1

2

1

16

1600

Fraction of irrigation water
reaching the soil
-1

0.5

1

0.01

In the text after
Equation 9

lC

Inverse of the fetch

m

fGeo

Geometrical factor

-

0.5

9

LAI

Leaf area index of crop

-

4

16

Evaporation losses of leaves

-1

6000

1

-1

15

1

22.1

2

500

3

1

?

2

9

λPSA

y

λPSS

Wash-off losses of leaves

y

λSA

Soil to air degassing rate

y

-1

θ

Soil porosity

Lm

Tcrop

Cropping rate

-

Vvent

Wind velocity

ms

-3

-1

Table 4-6: Deterministic values and information regarding crop independent carbon-specific parameters
(Penfold and Watkins, 1998)
Parameter

Description

Units

Value

Equation first
used in

fCS

Fraction of C in soil

-

3.0E-2

fSP

Fraction of plant C coming
from soil

-

2.0E-2

11

fAP

Fraction of plant C coming
from air

-

9.8E-1

12

fCW

Fraction of C in water

-

2.0E-5

?
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Table 4-7: Crop specific C parameters in AquaC14
Parameter

CCP

Description

Mass fraction of
C in crop

Units

Crop

Value

Cereals

0.3

Leafy Green Vegetables

0.05

Fruit

0.055

Grass

0.5

Root Vegetables

0.075

-1

kg kg

Equation first
used in

11

[Comment: It appears as though grass is given on a dry weight basis, but that the other crops are
given on a fresh weight basis.]

4.2.2

SA_CARBON14 MODEL

In the SA_carbon14 model, three germination events are achievable with our scenario; this is a typical
practice in France (see Ciffroy et al 2005). For this scenario, two areas are considered: one surface
where the cereal are cultivated and the second that represents a vegetable garden with leafy and root
vegetables and fruits. Crop independent parameters are given in Table 4-8. Crop specific parameters
are given in Table 4-9 and Table 4-10.
Table 4-8: Crop-independent parameters in SA_carbon14

Parameter

Description

Unit

Value

0.22

hsoil

Thickness of the soil
layer

m

Kd

Sorption coefficient

m kg

ρp

Soil (particle) density

kg m

ff

fraction of C-14 that
becomes fixed when
applied to soil

-

0.02

CD

canopy dilution factor

-

vol

volatilisation from soil
rate constant

month

3

-1

0.0030

-3

2600.0

-1

Reference

Probability
density
function

Equation
used in

-

U(0.15 ;0.3)

(18)

Sheppard et al.
LN
(2006b)
(0.003;2.3)

*

Sheppard et al.
Triang
(2006b)
(0;0.02;0.04)

(18)

0.3

Sheppard et al.
(2006b)

(21)

1.2

Sheppard et al.
Triang
(2006b)
(0.12;1.2;12)

Triang
(0.1;0.3;1)

(19)

* Used in the percolation model to derive the percolation rate
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Table 4-9: Crop specific parameters in the EDF model (Deterministic calculations only)
Parameter Description

C

C
vplant

tgerm

trec

N leg

Stable C
content in
plant

Date of
germination
of the plant

Date of
harvest of
the plant

Number of
harvest
cycles in
one year

Bracines leg

Mass of root
at harvest

Surf leg

Percentage
of cultivated
surface
which is
occupied by
a specific
crop

Units

gC kgDW

month

month

-

kg m

-

-2

-1

Crop

Value

All crops

500

Cereals

3

Leafy Green
Vegetables

3, 5.5, 7.5

Fruit

4

Root Vegetables

9

Cereals

9

Leafy Green
Vegetables

5, 7, 9

Fruit

8

Root Vegetables

3

Cereals, Fruit, Root
vegetables

1

Leafy Green
Vegetables

3

All Crops

1.0

All Crops

1.0

Leafy Vegetables

0.95

Fruit

0.015

Root Vegetables

0.035

Reference

Equation
used in

Sheppard et
al. (2006b)

(23)

Ciffroy et al.
(2005)

Ciffroy et al.
(2005)

Ciffroy et al
(2005)

(20)
(20)

-

(20)
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Table 4-10: Crop specific parameters in the EDF model (Deterministic and Stochastic calculations)
Parameter

Description

Yield of the
crop at harvest

Yleg

Brec leg

Bracines leg

Surf leg

4.2.3

Harvest
biomass of the
crop

Mass of roots at
harvest

Percentage of
cultivated
surface which is
occupied by a
specific crop

Units

kg m

kg m

kg m

-

-2

-2

-2

Crop

Value

Cereals

0.75

Leafy
Green
Vegetables

Reference

Probability density
function

Ciffroy et
al (2005)

Triang(0.3 ;0.75 ;1.2)

Equation
used in

Triang(0.06;0.3;0.6)

0.3

Fruit

0.06

Root
Vegetables

0.6

Cereals

1.2

Leafy
Green
Vegetables

Triang(0.01;0.06;0.1)

(20)

Triang (0.2;0.6;1.2)
Ciffroy et
al (2005)

Unif (1 ;1.4)
Unif(0.8;1)

0.9

Fruit

0.775

Root
Vegetables

0.9

All crops

1.0

All crops

1.0

Leafy
Green
Vegetables

0.95

Fruit

0.015

Root
vegetables

0.035

Unif (0.75;0.8)

(20)

Unif(0.8;1)
-

(20)

ENHANCED (NDA RMWD) RIMERS MODEL

Reference values of compartment volumes (equivalent volume of carbon dioxide at STP) are as set
out in Table 4-11. These values are derived and justified in Thorne (2005c, 2006). They are given to
four significant figures to facilitate precise replication of the model results, but this should not be taken
to imply that the values are accurately known. Indeed, a number of the values used are order-ofmagnitude estimates only. Note that the global atmosphere is a sink and is not part of the model
specification. In the GoldSim implementation, it receives a volumetric flux of carbon dioxide from the
above-canopy atmosphere and also returns the same volumetric flux to the above-canopy
14
atmosphere. However, it is set to an arbitrary very large volume, so that the return of CO2 to the
above-canopy atmosphere is negligible on any timescales of interest.
[Comment: It will be interesting to understand how these parameters have been derived.]
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Table 4-11: Compartmental Volumes (Thorne, 2005c)
3

Compartment

Name

Volume (m )

1

Biomass

7.5E-2

2

DPM

1.9E-3

3

RPM

8.8E-2

4

BIO

5.2E-2

5

POM

2.1E0

6

COM

2.3E0

7

Soil solution

3.7E-4

8

Soil atmosphere

1.9E-4

9

Below-canopy atmosphere

1.7E-4

10

Above-canopy atmosphere

1.7E-3

-

Global atmosphere

1.0E+15

Reference volumetric fluxes for the model are listed in Table 4-12 and Table 4-13, showing the uniand bi-directional fluxes respectively. For the bi-directional fluxes, two fluxes of equal magnitude, one
from compartment i to compartment j, and one in the opposite direction, are considered in the model.
As with the compartmental volumes, these values are derived and justified in Thorne (2005c, 2006).
Again, values are given to three or four significant figures to facilitate precise replication of the model
results, but this should not be taken to imply that the values are accurately known. As in the case of
compartmental volumes, a number of the values used are order of magnitude estimates only. Both
compartmental volumes and volumetric fluxes were developed for present-day, temperate conditions,
but the sensitivity studies undertaken here are considered to encompass the full range of climatic
conditions in which extensive agriculture is likely to be practiced.
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Table 4-12: Compartmental Fluxes for the Enhanced RIMERS Model (Thorne, 2005c) – Uni-directional
3

Compartment

-1

Flux (m d )

Equation first used in

Source

Target

Biomass

Below-canopy atmosphere

2.04E-4

32

Biomass

DPM

1.71E-4

25

Biomass

RPM

3.33E-5

26

DPM

BIO

1.30E-5

25

DPM

POM

2.14E-5

25

DPM

COM

5.99E-7

25

DPM

Soil solution

1.36E-4

25

RPM

BIO

2.53E-6

26

RPM

POM

4.16E-6

26

RPM

COM

1.17E-7

26

RPM

Soil solution

2.65E-5

26

BIO

Soil solution

1.55E-5

27

POM

Soil solution

2.56E-5

28

COM

Soil solution

7.16E-7

29

Soil solution

Biomass

8.80E-5

30

Below-canopy atmosphere

Biomass

4.00E-4

32

Above-canopy atmosphere

Global atmosphere

4.52E-1

33

Table 4-13: Compartmental
Bi-directional (i.e. λi,j = λj,i)

Fluxes

Compartment i

for

the

Enhanced

RIMERS

3

-1

Model

(Thorne,

2005c):

Compartment j

Flux (m d )

Equation first used in

Soil solution

Soil atmosphere

3.73E0

30

Soil atmosphere

Below-canopy atmosphere

1.87E-3

31

Below-canopy atmosphere

Above-canopy atmosphere

1.85E-2

32

In applications reported previously, calculations with the enhanced RIMERS model have been
-1
reported for a chronic input of 1.0 Bq d of C-14 into the microbial biomass compartment, i.e. 1.0 Bq
-2 -1
m d , as the model is normalised to unit area. However, as the microbial biomass compartment
-2
3
-5
3 -1
(BIO) has a volume of 5.227 10 m and a transfer rate to soil solution of 1.55 10 m d , it has a
3
characteristic time of 3.37 10 days. Therefore, provided that only long-term results are required,
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direct entry into soil solution and entry through the microbial biomass compartments will give identical
results.

4.2.4

SIMPLIFIED RIMERS MODEL

From the overall enhanced RIMERS model, the volumes (V) of the three compartments are:
-4

3

1) 5.6 10 m ,
-4

3

-3

3

2) 1.65 10 m , and
3) 1.65 10 m .
-3

3

-1

-3

3

-1

Also, the flow rates between the compartments are k12 = 1.867 10 m d , k21 = 1.867 10 m d , k23 =
-2
3 -1
-2
3 -1
-1
3 -1
1.847 10 m d , k32 = 1.867 10 m d and k3L = 4.52 10 m d .

4.2.5

SKB-POSIVA MODEL

The SKB-Posiva model-specific parameters are given in Table 4-14. Unless otherwise stated, the
parameter values are taken from Avila and Pröhl (2008).
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Table 4-14: Parameterisation of the SKB-Posiva Model
Parameter

Description

Units

Crop

Value

Equation
used in

E

Effective release
fraction

-

n/a

5.00E-1

45

h

Height of the
mixing layer

m

n/a

1.00E+1

45

Root Vegetables

6.00E-1

Leafy green vegetables

3.00E-1

Fruit

6.00E-2

Cereals

7.50E-1

n/a

1.00E+4

Root vegetables, Leafy
green vegetables

1.00E-1

Fruit, Cereals

2.50E-1

n/a

5.00E0

Root vegetables, Leafy
green vegetables

4.00E-1

Fruit, Cereals

1.00E0

NPP

Net primary
productivity

-2

Area

m

z0

Roughness length

m

hveg

a

Wind velocity 10m
above the Earth’s
surface
Vegetation height

45

2

Area

v10

-1

kg C m y

ms

m

-1

44, 45, 47

48

a

48

48

-1

The value of 5 m s is fairly typical as an annual average value. It is the default value typically adopted for
Pasquill Category D conditions that occur for about 60% of the time in the UK.
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results from calculations of C-14 concentrations in soil, plant-canopy atmosphere and crops
following the use of contaminated irrigation water are presented in this chapter. The C-14
concentrations in these three model components are discussed separately, together with the
implications of process/parameter uncertainty on these concentrations. In particular, each model was
used to carry out specific uncertainty analyses:

5.1

•

AquaC14: [Details of any uncertainty calculations carried out need to be added in Phase 2.]

•

EDF model: Effect of sorption (Kd), fraction of C entering the recalcitrant compartment in the
soil (Ff), the soil degassing rate (λs), and the canopy dilution parameter (CD). The probability
analysis has been also done with the probability density function of the biomass of the crop at
harvest and the yield, but the results are not presented since these parameters did not have
a
an important influence on the result .

•

Simplified RIMERS model: the soil degassing rate, the canopy exchange rate.

SOIL C-14 CONCENTRATION
-1

The calculated soil concentrations (Bq kg C) from the different models are given in Table 5-1. The
ANDRA model distinguishes between soils used for growing crops and pasture, whereas the EDF
model distinguishes between soil for vegetables and soil for cereals. The range of values presented in
Table 5-1 lie within a factor of three of each other.
In AquaC14, prairie soil has an activity concentration twice as high as cultivated soil. This is a
consequence of the smaller unit cell volume of the prairie soil (Profcult/Profprai = 2; Table 4-5). In
AquaC14, soil contamination is considered as a dynamic process, but equilibrium is already reached
during the first year; the difference between the first and second years is negligible.
-1

Table 5-1: Calculated soil C-14 activity in Bq kg C (dry weight)
Model
Soil Type
AquaC14

SA_carbon14

Agricultural/
Cereal soil

5.6E-1

1.4E0

Prairie/pasture
soil

9.3E-1

-

RIMERS
Not
reported

b

a

Pearson correlation coefficient less than 0.1.

b

The irrigation of pasture is not considered in the EDF model

Simplified
RIMERS
Negligible,
due to rapid
loss to the
atmosphere

SKB-Posiva
Disregarded as all C-14
taken up by the plant is
assumed to come from
the canopy atmosphere
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5.1.1

PARAMETER VALUE UNCERTAINTY ASSOCIATED WITH SOIL C-14 CONCENTRATION

In this part of the study, the EDF model was used to investigate the effects of uncertainty in some Cspecific parameters on the calculated C-14 concentration in the three compartments of interest (soil,
plant canopy atmosphere, crops). Three parameters were varied: sorption (Kd), the fraction of C in the
soil that was fixed (ff) into the recalcitrant pool (and so did not take part in plant uptake), and the soil
degassing rate (λvol); see Table 4-8 and Table 4-9.
The C-14 concentration in the recalcitrant soil pool increased to some extent with increasing sorption,
and linearly with ff (as would be expected). The sensitivity of the other models will be examined in the
next stage of this study.
[From EDF: I have seen that there is a small error in my model because the increase of ff should
decrease the carbon 14 in the labile form and this is not taken into account in my model.]
-1

Table 5-2: Result of the EDF probabilistic calculation of Soil C-14 concentration (Bq g C)
Mean

Standard
deviation

Median

5.0%

95.0%

C-14 in cereal's soil in labile form

1.4E-1

6.0E-2

1.4E-1

4.0E-2

2.3E-1

C-14 in vegetable garden's soil in
labile form

6.2E-1

5.8E-1

4.1E-1

1.8E-1

1.8E+0

C-14 in vegetable garden's/cereal
soil in fixed form

1.4E-1

6.0E-2

1.4E-1

4.0E-2

2.3E-1

Soil

Table 5-3: Pearson correlation of calculated soil C-14 concentration with model parameters
Soil

Kd

ff

λvol

C-14 in cereal's soil in labile form

0.005

0.031

-0.735

C-14 in vegetable garden's soil in labile form

-0.010

0.031

-0.710

C-14 in vegetable garden's/cereal soil in fixed form

0.031

1.000

-0.019

5.2

PLANT-CANOPY ATMOSPHERE C-14 CONCENTRATION

The calculated plant canopy atmosphere C-14 concentrations are given in Table 5-4. The plantcanopy atmosphere C-14 concentrations calculated using the SKB-Posiva model are between one to
three orders of magnitude lower than those calculated using the other three models.
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Table 5-4: Plant canopy atmosphere C-14 concentration (Bq kg C)
Model
Crop
AquaC14

SA_carbon14

RIMERS

SKB-Posiva
1.9E-1

Root Vegetables
Leafy Green Vegetables

1.1E+2

Fruit
Cereal
Pasture

1.3E-1

3.1E+1
5.0E0
6.2E+1
5.4E0

-

a

7.1E-1
1.2E-1
-

In the first three models, AquaC14, SA_carbon14 and RIMERS, the atmosphere is split into two
components, the canopy atmosphere and the free atmosphere (Figure 5-1a), either explicitly or
implicitly (by the parameterisation of the model). The lower compartment is not subject to horizontal
wind and so the C-14 in this compartment is lost only by upward migration to the free atmosphere (i.e.
by diffusion and advection). The SKB-Posiva model also considers two atmosphere layers: one below
the roughness length (z0) where the lateral wind speed is zero and a layer above this stable layer,
where the lateral wind speed changes with height (Figure 5-1b). This is the same division of layers
that is used for example in the RIMERS model. The main difference is that in the SKB-Posiva model it
is assumed that photosynthesis takes place above z0, whereas in the RIMERS model it is assumed to
take place below this height.
The RIMERS model is deliberately pessimistic in that it assumes the plant canopy is closed, and
within that assumes the realistic properties of a closed canopy. In contrast, the SKB-Posiva model is
strongly non-cautious in that is disregards any canopy effect. This is well illustrated in Table 5-5 where
the effect of changing the heights over which the wind profile becomes non-zero is presented. It can
be seen from this Table that the canopy height (zc) values are always higher than the height at which
the wind speed becomes zero (zd).
This means that C-14 entering the atmosphere is more rapidly ‘flushed’ out of the area of interest than
in the other three models. This is essentially equivalent to the AquaC14/SA_carbon14/RIMERS model
assuming that the canopy is fully developed and there all year. The SKB-Posiva model disregards any
canopy effect.
[Comments:
•

The reality as to canopy openness should be something in between the SKB-Posiva and the other
model assumptions.

•

It is not clear why photosynthesis is assumed to take place below zd in some models.

a

The irrigation of pasture is not considered in the EDF model
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•

It is important to recognise that the LAI is about 5 for a mature crop, i.e. there are around five
layers of leaves at any point within a closed canopy and these can all participate in
photosynthesis, as there is light penetration through the full depth of the canopy.]
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14
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roughness layer, z0

Canopy
atmosphere
Soil

Soil

Figure 5-1: Conceptual discretisation of the atmosphere: (a) AquaC14, EDF ad RIMERS models; (b) SKBPosiva model. The arrows indicate fluxes of gas between compartments.
Two processes that might influence the C-14 concentration in the plant canopy atmosphere,
exchange with the soil atmosphere and exchange with free air, are considered below.

5.2.1

PROCESS UNCERTAINTY ASSOCIATED WITH PLANT-CANOPY ATMOSPHERE C-14 CONCENTRATION

Effect of exchange with soil atmosphere
In the SA_carbon14, the plant canopy atmosphere C-14 concentration is positively correlated with the
rate of degassing from the soil but not to a significant degree (see Section 5.3.1).
In the simplified RIMERS model, the plant canopy atmosphere C-14 concentration does not depend
on the soil degassing rate (equation 42).
[Comments: This depends on whether you consider degassing from the soil to be a unidirectional
release process or a bidirectional exchange process. So what has been done in this case?
Response: In this case the process is bi-directional – see Figure 2-3]

Effect of canopy dilution (exchange with free air)
In addition the parameters mentioned in Section 5.1.1, the canopy dilution parameter, CD, in
SA_carbon14 was varied according to the distributions presented in Table 4-8. As mentioned in
Section 2.2.2, CD indicates the degree to which the canopy air is diluted by free-atmosphere air that is
assumed to have no contaminant C-14. An increase in the canopy dilution leads to an increase of the
plant canopy atmosphere concentration. For both surface considered (cereal agriculture and
vegetable garden), this concentration is highly correlated with the canopy dilution factor (0.98 for
cereal and 0.95 for the vegetable garden).
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In the SKB-Posiva model, the specific activity of C-14 in the plant canopy atmosphere is most
dependent upon the wind speed (Avila and Pröhl, 2008). Wind speed defines the lateral removal of
radionuclides from the mixing layer. The effect of increasing the wind speed is a reduction in the
calculated plant canopy atmosphere C-14 concentration (Figure 5-2); this is for a fetch of 100m.
However, the specific activity of C-14 in the plant-canopy atmosphere is also dependent upon the
area under consideration, and so therefore the fetch. Figure 5-3 shows how the ratio between C-14
and C-12 in vegetables increases with the size of the irrigated area (for a given wind speed); as the
area increases the importance of the wind speed decreases.

Specific activity of C-14 in plant canopy (Bq kg-1 C)

5.0E+00
4.5E+00
4.0E+00
3.5E+00
3.0E+00
2.5E+00
2.0E+00
1.5E+00
1.0E+00
5.0E-01
0.0E+00
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Wind speed above the canopy, V10 (m s-1)

-1

Figure 5-2: Effect of above canopy wind speed (m s ) on the calculated C-14 specific activity in the plant
2
canopy atmosphere using the SKB-Posiva model (for root vegetables). An area of 1.00E+4 m is assumed; if
the area is taken to be square this gives a fetch of 100m.
[Comment: If you were to use this model in deterministic mode, it would be best to compute the mean
of the inverse wind speed rather than the mean of the wind speed. The model breaks down under still
conditions.]
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Figure 5-3: How ratio of C-14 and C-12 depends upon the area under consideration

In the simplified RIMERS model, the plant canopy atmosphere C-14 concentration depends, in
principle, on the rates of exchange between the canopy atmosphere and the free air and also on
losses of C-14 from the free air (equation 42). An increase in the rate of exchange between the
canopy atmosphere and the free air, k23 and k32, leads to a reduction in the C-14 concentration in the
plant-canopy atmosphere; the plant-canopy atmosphere C-14 concentration is not dependent upon
the loss of C-14 from the free air. This arises because k3L is sufficiently large to effectively remove
activity that is lost through the plant canopy, i.e. there is little reflux back from compartment 3 to
compartment 2.
As k23 and k32 are dependent upon each other, Figure 5-4 shows the effect of k23 on the calculated
plant canopy atmosphere C-14 concentration in the simplified RIMERS model.
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Plant canopy atmosphere concentration (Bq kg-1 C)
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Figure 5-4: Effect of canopy exchange rate on the calculated plant-canopy atmosphere C-14 concentration in
the simplified RIMERS model

In Limer et al. (2008b), transport across the plant canopy-free air boundary was treated as a diffusion2 -1
like process, where the diffusion coefficient D (m s ) was represented by:

D = Dair

z ≤ zd

= Dair + k u* ( z − z d ) z > z d

(50)

where k is von Karman’s constant, u* is the friction velocity that depends on the wind speed away from
the surface and the surface roughness length, which is in turn related to the height of the roughness
elements (here, the plant canopy), z is the height above the surface (determined by the compartment
geometry), zd is the height above the surface where the wind speed is taken to fall to zero (the zero
displacement plane), and Dair is the diffusion coefficient in air.
The zero displacement plane is assumed to lie within the canopy of the ‘dominant’ plant species that
determines the wind profile close to the surface. Diffusion-like processes can be considered at the
relevant interfaces of compartments containing gas. The relevant transport resistance between
compartments i and j and the associated diffusion-like transfer rate between compartments can be
represented in a number of different ways; there is no unique representation. Limer et al. (2008b) use
an expression for the transport resistance that takes account of variations in the diffusion coefficient in
the donor and receptor compartments in the direction of transport.

Ω

ij

=

1
2A

ς +h j

∫

ς −hi

dz
D( z )

(51)
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λij

ij

=

1
V Ω ij

(52)

i

-1

2

Here Ω (s m ) is diffusive transport resistance, A (m ) is the interface area between the
compartments in the direction of transport (here the z-axis), ζ represents the position of the interface,
ij
-1
h (m) is the length of the compartment in the direction of transport, λ (s ) is the rate coefficient and Vi
3
(m ) is the donor compartment volume.
If constant diffusion coefficients are employed in each compartment one has:

Ω ij

=

hj
1 hi
( i + j )
2A D
D

(h i + h j )
=
2 AD ij

(53)

if D = D = D
ij

i

j

Using this form for the effective diffusion coefficient one obtains the following expression for the
diffusive-like transport resistance when the upper limit of integration is above the zero displacement
height:

Ω ij

=

=

1
2A

1
2A

k u (z − zd ) 

ln[1 + * U
]
z − z
Dair
d
L


+
zd > z L
k u*
 Dair





k u * ( zU − z d )
k u (z − zd ) 

] ln[1 + * L
]
 ln[1 +
Dair
Dair


−
k u*
k u*







(54)

zd ≤ z L

In the case under consideration, zL is zero and zd > zL by definition. Thus, treating the below-canopy
atmosphere as compartment 2 and the above-canopy atmosphere as compartment 3:

Ω 23

=

k u ( z − zd ) 

ln[1 + * U
]

Dair
1 zd − z L


+
2 A  Dair
k u*




(55)
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Also, V2 = Azc where zc is the height of the canopy. Thus:

λ23

=

1
Az c Ω 23

(56)

and the area, A, cancels out.
-5

2

Following Limer et al. (2008b), the following parameter values are used: k = 0.4, Dair = 1.4 10 m s
-1
and u* = 0.2 m s . The effects of varying zU, zd and zc are shown in Table 5-5.

-1

Table 5-5: Effect of changing the heights over which the wind profile becomes non-zero and its impact upon
the calculated exchange rate between the plant canopy and free air - simplified RIMERS model
-1

zU (m)

zd (m)

zc (m)

λ23 (d )

10

0.4

0.5

12.0

10

0.3

0.5

15.9

10

0.2

0.5

23.7

10

0.2

0.3

39.1

10

0.1

0.3

75.8

5

0.4

0.5

12.0

5

0.3

0.5

15.9

5

0.2

0.5

23.8

5

0.2

0.3

39.2

5

0.1

0.3

76.1

As expected, the height of free air above the canopy makes very little difference to the results
obtained. Also, the rates obtained are toward the bottom end of the range examined in the sensitivity
study, as would be expected for a closed canopy, as is represented in this model.

5.3

PLANT C-14 CONCENTRATION
-1

The calculated total plant concentrations of C-14 (Bq kg C) are given in Table 5-6. As the SKBPosiva model assumes the same specific activity of C-14 in the plant as in the plant canopy
atmosphere, the C-14 activity concentrations in these two compartments are identical.
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-1

Table 5-6: Calculated plant C-14 activity in Bq kg C
Model
Plant

Soil Type

Root Vegetables
Leafy Green Vegetables

Agricultural
soil

Fruit

a

AquaC14

SA_carbon14

RIMERS

5.46

20.7

0.19

5.71

11.6

0.13

5.64

21.8

SKB-Posiva

0.071

62.5

Cereal

Cereal soil

5.07

23.2

0.12

Pasture

Prairie/
pasture soil

6.84

-

-

Plant contamination is modelled as the sum of three independent processes: (1) root uptake, (2)
photosynthesis and (3) interception. Total plant contamination and the contribution of each process
from AquaC14 are summarised in Table 5-7. Percentage contributions are given in brackets.
[Comment: Doesn’t the SKB approach combine all these and anything else too, by applying an SA
approach to all the carbon in the system? The issue is whether the SKB-Posiva model has included
too much system and averaged over too large a carbon pool… or have others done the opposite?]
-1

Table 5-7: Calculated plant C-14 activities by AquaC14 in Bq kg C. Percentage contributions are given in
brackets.
Cereals

Leafy
vegetable

Root
vegetables

Fruit

Grass

1 (root uptake)

5.4E-03
(< 0.1 %)

5.4E-03
(< 0.1 %)

5.4E-03
(< 0.1 %)

5.4E-03
(< 0.1 %)

5.8E-03
(< 0.1 %)

2 (photosynthesis)

4.9E+00
(97.3 %)

4.9E+00
(86.3 %)

4.9E+00
(87.4 %)

4.9E+00
(90.4 %)

5.3E+00
(77.2 %)

3 (interception)

1.3E-01
(2.6 %)

7.8E-01
(13.6 %)

5.2E-01
(12.5 %)

7.1E-01
(9.5 %)

1.6E+00
(22.7 %)

Total

5.1E+00

5.7E+00

5.5E+00

5.6E+00

6.8E+00

The apparent dominance of photosynthesis for the contamination of all plant types is in agreement
with the information that “plants absorb C as CO2 during photosynthesis and all other sources of C are
negligible in comparison” (Sheppard et al., 2006a, p. 44). For this reason, Sheppard et al. (2006a),
upon which the EDF model is based, considered neither root uptake nor interception. However, in
the AquaC14 model, interception plays an important role in contributing to the C-14 contamination of
grass.

a

Both the enchanced and simplified RIMERS models give the same results.
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[Comment: the parameterisation of the models means that contribution of root uptake is relatively
minor in terms of plant C-14 concentrations. The merit of the parameter values should be revisited in
Phase 2.]
It is true that the specific activity is higher in the soil atmosphere than in the canopy atmosphere.
However, even when this is taken into account, uptake of C-14 by roots is small compared with
uptake by photosynthesis. This is explicitly demonstrated with the simplified RIMERS model, which
takes a weighted average of the two specific activities when deriving the specific activity in plants.
5.3.1

PARAMETER UNCERTAINTY ASSOCIATED WITH C-14 CROP CONCENTRATION

SA_carbon14
Table 5-8 shows the plant C-14 concentrations calculated using the SA_carabon14 model, varying
four parameters: Kd, ff, λvol and CD. The value of probability density function of CD was between 0.1
and 1 (the canopy air is not mixing anymore). Since this parameter it very site-dependent, it all
parameter configurations were tested. This value can be very high for dense canopy like cereals and
depend also on the size of the contaminated area. The confidence interval is less than one order of
magnitude. It shows that the difference between the models can not only be explained by the canopy
dilution.
Table 5-8: Range of Plant C-14 Concentrations as Calculated By SA_carbon14
Plant

Mean

Std dev

Median

5.0%

95.0%

Root Vegetables

4.1E+1

1.9E+1

3.7E+1

1.6E+1

7.7E+1

Leafy Green Vegetables

5.4E+1

2.5E+1

4.9E+1

2.1E+1

1.0E+2

Fruit

1.0E+2

4.9E+1

9.3E+1

4.0E+1

2.0E+2

Cereal

3.4E+1

1.5E+1

3.2E+1

1.4E+1

6.2E+1

The C-14 in crop is highly correlated to the canopy dilution factor (CD), the others parameters have
only a small influence (Table 5-9).
Table 5-9: Pearson Correlation Coefficients for Plant C-14 Concentration to Parameter in SA_carbon14
Plant

Kd

ff

λvol

CD

Root Vegetables

-0.039

-0.002

0.077

0.877

Leafy Green Vegetables

-0.030

-0.003

0.092

0.874

Fruit

-0.033

-0.003

0.081

0.875

Cereal

-0.006

0.011

0.141

0.954
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RIMERS
From the sensitivity studies conducted with the full enhanced RIMERS model (Thorne, 2006), it was
concluded that overall, the various studies undertaken indicate that C-14 concentrations in vegetation
for chronic exposure are unlikely to be more than a factor of five lower than in the reference
calculation and could be up to about a factor of ten higher. Concentrations up to a factor of about 100
higher than those obtained in the reference calculation were obtained in some extreme cases, but
these are not likely to be realised in practice. Overall, for PA purposes, results from the reference
case were regarded as realistic, but the implications of concentrations up to a factor of ten higher
should also be considered.

Andra
[Work to be done here in Phase 2.]

5.3.2

PROCESS UNCERTAINTY

Photosynthetic Uptake
In respect of photosynthetic uptake, there is a need to discuss assimilation efficiency. C-14 will be
taken up by photosynthesis with the products used both for respiration and growth. The models
generally only consider the net uptake by growth and this seems a reasonable approximation, as
uptake for use in respiration will balance inputs and outputs on a short timescale. However,
complications arise because photosynthesis occurs only during daylight, whereas respiration occurs
at all times. If C-14 specific activities differ in the canopy atmosphere between daylight and darkness,
e.g. because of different atmospheric stability conditions, this could affect the validity of the model.
[Comments: Factors discussed here might be secondary considerations, but they are the sort of
issues that would immediately occur to plant photosynthesis. However, photosynthesis is something
that should be discussed further in Phase 2. IRSN has validated the TOCATTA model (C-14) by
comparing the crop activity measured and calculated near La Hague. They have measured the C-14
in air, grass, soil each month during one year. They have shown that it is necessary to have daily or
hourly data to explain all the measured data. IRSN is interested to participate in this group because
they have only an atmospheric C-14 model. We could perhaps test our model with this scenario (C-14
in air can be equal to the C-14 measured in air and we can see if our model correctly calculated the
activity in crop).]

Interception
[Comments: Although this may be a trivial contribution, we must explain the reasoning behind the
significance (or not) of this process, given its inclusion in the AquaC14 model.]
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6. DISCUSSION
As stated in the Introduction, the overall objective of the project is to improve confidence in dose
assessments for long-term releases into the biosphere of C-14 disposed in radioactive waste
repositories. This project has compared quantitative estimates of the C-14 concentration in specific
components of the dose assessment models (soil, plant-canopy atmosphere, plants), for an agreed
geosphere to biosphere release scenario, the irrigation well scenario.
The results presented here assume that photosynthetic uptake is the most important pathway for
carbon and C-14 to enter the plant [this needs to be discussed further in Phase 2 of the project].
Discussions held during the BIOPROTA XI forum in May 2009 (BIOPROTA, 2009b) showed that there
is agreement amongst the wider community that it is photosynthesis that is the key pathway for C-14
uptake into plants; this is not surprising given the scenario under consideration was the application of
contaminated irrigation water from above. It is less obvious as to whether these conclusions would
stand if the release were from below, in which case the root system might ‘see’ a higher C-14
concentration than the leaves, although the volatilisation of C-14 from the soil to the plant canopy
atmosphere should not be disregarded.
However, there is some debate as to whether plant C is mostly derived from the atmosphere, or
whether some comes from the soil (e.g. Livingstone and Beall, 1954). Further consideration of this
pathway should be given in any future studies, including new empirical research into the magnitude of
any soil-root pathway for C-14 uptake into plants. Certainly, the soil-root uptake transfer would need
to be shown to be many orders of magnitude greater than the value assumed in this project, before
root uptake would offer a significant C-14 plant uptake pathway.
Whilst the work carried out during this project answers some specific questions about C-14 modelling
in the soil-plant-atmosphere, it also serves to raise a series of questions that could be addressed with
further research, both experimental and theoretical.
The key question in terms of the modelling of C-14 dynamics is how does conceptualisation of the
fluxes of C through the canopy atmosphere, and factors affecting the concentration of C in this
atmosphere, affect the C-14 concentration in the plant at the time of harvest. The work presented
here shows how two very different approaches to conceptualising the canopy atmosphere affect the
C-14 concentration in the atmosphere (Section 5.2), with differences in canopy and plant C-14
concentrations of up to three orders of magnitude; this could be investigated further in a subsequent
project.
The following questions could be viewed as being off-shoots from the key question above. However, it
would be equally valid to regard these questions as stand-alone areas of research.
•

What evidence is there for root uptake of C (and C-14) by plants? Is it possible to distinguish
this uptake from foliar uptake of C?

•

When conceptualising what atmosphere the plant “sees”, should the 'free' atmosphere above
the canopy be considered for certain vegetation types which have a canopy that is not fully
closed?
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•

Does the stomatal atmosphere matter more for C-14 uptake than the wider atmosphere? If
so, does C-14 in water intercepted by the canopy have a role? Once again we will have to
consider the chemical form of the C-14 (gaseous CO2 or dissolved CO2 or HCO3 )

•

What can be learnt from micrometeorological research with regards the C uptake via
photosynthesis (i.e. what can we learn from the fundamental biology/physics of the system)?
Specifically, can we estimate relative contributions in the soil atmosphere, plant-canopy
a
atmosphere and above-canopy atmosphere using inert tracers such as noble gases?

•

The application of the models used in this project is typically, but not always, limited to
agricultural or low-height vegetation. How might non-agricultural ecosystems behave
differently? What could be learnt from the literature about the C uptake of forests?

These questions cannot be addressed by experimentalists or modellers working separately. Rather,
such questions are best addressed by an integrated team; the NDA RWMD already takes this view
and has recently put out a tender for just this form of integrated research into the behaviour of C-14 in
the biosphere (NDA RWMD, 2009). Finland is also carrying out research in this area, specifically on
the “fate of radionuclide C-14 in soil-plant-atmosphere continuum” (C. Biasi, personal communication).
[Comments:
•

The concept of “closed canopy” needs to be explained in more detail in Phase 2. We’re not talking
about a greenhouse...

•

The question of how non-agricultural systems might behave is interesting, but does it need
mentioning here? We may ask the question if apples are identical to strawberries, which they are
in the current models (both are fruits with identical parameters).]

[This report should be regarded as an interim report, with further work to be carried out in
order to complete this study in “Phase 2” in 2010.]

a

Micrometeorological uncertainties can be explored using a variety of stable tracers and do not require use of
either C-13 or C-14 in field conditions.
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APPENDIX A. CALCULATION OF CROP-SPECIFIC IRRIGATION AND
PERCOLATION RATES
Monthly (climate) data (precipitation, potential evapotranspiration, temperature, daylight hours, and
sunshine hours) for a specific location (Bure, France) were used in the scenario (Météo France, 2008).
Evapotranspiration is defined as the water flux from soil to the atmosphere resulting from both direct
evaporation from topsoil and transpiration by plants.
In the Cl intercomparison exercises (Limer et al., 2008; Limer et al., 2009) three alternate methods for
determining the irrigation rate were used. Following a project meeting hosted by EDF in Paris in
March 2009, it was agreed to use the methodology adopted by EDF for determining the
evapotranspiration and irrigation rates. The alternative methods are described briefly here also. It was
furthermore agreed to use, when possible the methodology of Andra to determine the percolation
rate.

CALCULATING EVAPOTRANSPIRATION AND IRRIGATION RATES (EDF METHODOLOGY)
For root vegetables, leafy vegetables and fruits, the amount of irrigation was provided by the
Chambre d’Agriculture Francaise (personal communication). For the cereal, it was calculated from the
equations presented in Limer et al. (2008). These equations are reproduced here for convenience.
The EDF approach to calculating evapotranspiration and the irrigation rates for cereals is a multi-step
process:
1. Calculate potential evapotranspiration
2. Calculate actual evapotranspiration
3. Calculate the water content in the topsoil
4. Calculate the irrigation rate

Potential evapotranspiration is evaluated using the Turc relationship (Turc 1954, 1961). This can be
done on the basis of different time periods depending on data availability (e.g. monthly).

ET p , n = 0.4

Tn
( Ig n + 50)
Tn + 15

(57)

where:
-1

ETp,n: potential evapotranspiration at month n (mm month );
Tn: mean atmospheric temperature at month n (°C); and
-2

-1

Ign: global solar radiation at month n (cal cm d ).
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If the global solar radiation is not directly given by the data provided in the scenario, it can be
calculated according to the following relationship:


h
Ig n = Ig A . 0.18 + 0.62 n
Hn






(58)

where:
-2

-1

IgA: maximum solar radiation which could reach the soil if no atmosphere is present (cal cm d );
Hn: average daily light period (h); and
hn: average daily period of sunshine (h).
IgA and Hn depend on latitude and are available in the literature (Soltner, 1994).
The potential evapotranspiration ETp which is calculated using equation (57) does not represent the
actual evapotranspiration, which depends on several factors:
•

The plant canopy and its stage of development. The actual evapotranspiration may be
estimated by taking into account the potential evapotranspiration and a time-dependent
cultural coefficient that depends on the stage of development of the plant;

•

The water content of the soil. When soil contains enough water, there is no potential
resistance for root uptake and evapotranspiration. In contrast, when soil water content
decreases, evapotranspiration is limited because of the matric potential that has to be
overcome in order to take up water.

Two different pools of water contained in topsoil can be distinguished: the ‘Easily available’ (EA) and
‘Not-easily available’ (NEA) soil water (Figure A-1). The limit between EA and NEA soil water is
defined as a limit water content θlim situated between the wilting point water content, θwp, and the fieldcapacity water content, θfc.

Figure A-1: Pools of water in the topsoil (EDF model)
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With the above, the actual evapotranspiration ETa,n at month n (mm.month ) can be calculated as
follows (i.e. FAO model as cited in Maraux et al. (1998)):
(59)

if θlim < θtopsoil,n < θfc, then ETa ,n = K c .ET p , n
if θwp < θ topsoil,n < θlim, then

ETa ,n =

θ topsoil ,n
K c .ET p ,n
θ lim

(60)

Kc is the cultural coefficient and θtopsoil,n is the water content in the topsoil both at time n.
Irrigation is assumed to occur only when no ‘easily available’ water is present in the topsoil and thus
when water needs of plants are not satisfied. Consequently, irrigation rate calculations need to be
done after determination of the topsoil water content.
At the end of time step n, the water content in topsoil depends on the input via rainfall and irrigation
and on output as a consequence of evapotranspiration. As mentioned above, the water content is
always situated between two extreme limits:
• water content at time n θ n is always lower than the maximum water content that the soil can
support before infiltration to deeper layers, i.e. the water content at field capacity

θ fc .

Thus,

θ n < θ fc ;
•

θ n is always higher than the minimum water content that is irreversibly
attached to soil, i.e. the water content at wilting point θ wp . Thus, θ n > θ wp ;
water content at time n

It is assumed that inputs and outputs are uniformly distributed over the overall height of the topsoil
layer. According to these assumptions, water content at the end of time step time n can be written as:






PPn + Qirrn − ETa ,n − v perc ,n





htopsoil

θ topsoil , n = min θ fc ; max θ wp ;θ topsoil ,n −1 +

 
.∆t  
 


(61)

where:
•

θ topsoil ,n : water content in topsoil at the end of time step time n (m3 water m-3 soil);

•

θ fc : water content at field capacity (m3 water m-3 soil);

•

θ wp : water content at wilting point (m3 water m-3 soil);

•

PP (t ) : rainfall at time t (m3 water m-2 soil d-1);

•

Qirr (t ) : irrigation rate at time t (m3 water m-2 soil d-1);

•

ETa ,n : actual evapotranspiration at time step n (m d-1) ;

•

vperc,n : percolation velocity in topsoil at time step n (m d ) ;

-1
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•

htopsoil : height of the topsoil layer (m) ;

•

∆t : duration of the time step (d).

Obviously, irrigation does not occur when no plants are present on the field. Thus, independently of
the water content in topsoil:
Qirrn=0 if n < t germ or

n > t harv

(62)

Here tgerm and tharv are the dates of germination and harvest of the plant of interest vi.
During the cultivation period, irrigation is governed by two main conditions:
• irrigation occurs only if no ‘easily available’ water is present in topsoil to meet the needs of the
plant, i.e. if
•

θ n < θ lim

as classically conducted in agriculture, each irrigation operation provides a constant and predetermined quantity of water that must be sufficient to allow the water content to exceed the
water content at field capacity.

As a consequence, in the period t germ < n < t harv irrigation rates are calculated as follows:
if

if

θ topsoil ,n > θ lim , then Qirrn = 0

θ topsoil ,n < θ lim , then Qirrn =

Qirrevent
∆t


htopsoil .(θ fc − θ n )  a

.1 + INT


Qirr
event



(63)

(64)

where :
•

Qirrn : irrigation rate at time step n (m d-1) ;

•

Qirrevent : quantity of water distributed to the field for one ‘irrigation event’ (m).

The numerator in the integer function (INT) is the fraction of water needed to increase the soil water
2
3
-2
content to the field capacity for 1 m of soil (m water m soil). It is considered that one irrigation event is a
3
-2
small amount of water in m water m soil. The number of irrigation events is always assumed to be
greater than one. The second term represents the number of irrigation events which are required to
3
-2
reach the field capacity (water needs in soil (m water m soil divided by the quantity of water distributed
for one irrigation operation, mwater). If this is equal to 1.1 there will be just one more irrigation event but
if it is equal to 1.8, there will be two more irrigation events.

a

INT is the integer function, which is used to round the value calculated to the nearest integer.
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ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES
In the 2008 project, Andra used information from a local precipitation-irrigation relationship to calculate
the irrigation rate; the latter has been adopted in the IMARC and ERB2A models. In the Andra
approach, local information on monthly precipitation (Train) and evapotranspiration (ETP, derived on the
basis of the EDF model, see previous section) are used to assess the annual irrigation requirement
(Virr). This procedure is illustrated by the following meteorological data from French inland and coastal
sites (Météo France, 2008). Precipitation is directly measured, evapotranspiration either measured or
modelled; the simple linear relationship between both (Figure A-2) has been constructed on the basis
of meteorological data for 5 years. Once constructed for a specific site, this relationship can be used to
quantify irrigation on the basis of available data for precipitation.
700
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Figure A-2: Correlation between yearly precipitation and irrigation for the coastal and inland sites based on
monthly data for five years
It has since been acknowledged that the irrigation calculations by Andra do not take into consideration
the water-holding capacity of the soil. As a consequence, the soil was receiving an artificially high
amount of irrigation water, i.e. more than was considered necessary.
In the current NDA RWMD model used in this study, RIMERS, the irrigation rate was calculated using
site climate data, based upon a MAFF directive (UK Ministry for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, now
known as DEFRA). This calculation uses the Thornthwaite equation (Thornthwaite, 1948;
Thornthwaite and Holzman, 1939; Shaw, 1983) to approximate actual evapotranspiration and then
ensures that the soil moisture deficit does not drop below 100mm. Actual evapotranspiration is
estimated from potential evapotranspiration by multiplying by the scale factors used in IAEA’s ERB2B
scenario (IAEA, 2003). Essentially, the RIMERS calculations are as set out in BIOCLIM (2004).

PERCOLATION RATE (ANDRA METHODOLOGY)
Under humid conditions, particularly during the colder season, where precipitation exceeds
-2 -1
evapotranspiration, yearly excess water in the system exits via percolation (Bihycult, L m y ). This
excess water is set equal to the hydraulic budget and calculated using the following equation:
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Bihy cult = Vrain + Virr − ETP
-2

(65)

-1

-2

Here Vrain is the annual averaged precipitation (L m y ), Virr is the annually averaged irrigation (L m
-1
-2 -1
y ) and ETP is the actual evapotranspiration (L m y ). Reduction of the irrigation rate consequently
reduces the amount of percolation losses. In the case of the Aquabios model percolation losses (14 L
-2
-1
-2
-1
m y ) are only about 10% of the total irrigation volume (131 L m y ) and are thus of little
importance.
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